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Preface 

 

Intended Audience 
 

Oracle FLEXCUBE Direct Banking Alerts Notification Setup document in particular is targeted towards the 

following groups of users. 

 

 Oracle FLEXCUBE Direct Banking Development Teams 

 Oracle FLEXCUBE Direct Banking Implementation Teams 

 Oracle FLEXCUBE Direct Banking Implementation Partners 

 

 
Documentation Accessibility 
 

For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle Accessibility Program website 

at http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=docacc 

 

 

Access to OFSS Support 
  https://support.us.oracle.com 

 
 

Structure 
This Alerts Notification Setup is organized into the following categories: 

 

 Preface gives information on the intended audience. It also describes the overall structure of the 

Alerts Notification Setup 

 Alerts Notification and Chase Cycle Setup descriptes the setup of the alert notification and chase 

configuration. 

 

 

Related Information Sources 
For more information on Oracle FLEXCUBE Direct Banking Release 12.0.3.0.0, refer to the following 

documents: 

 Oracle FLEXCUBE Direct Banking Licensing Guide. 
 Oracle FLEXCUBE Direct Banking User Manuals. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=docacc
https://support.us.oracle.com/oip/faces/index.jspx
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Alerts Notification and Chase Cycle Setup 
 

1. Timer Details 

 

Following timers are required for alert generation: 

 Chase Timer (com.iflex.fcat.services.apps.chase.ChaseProcessingTimer) 
The timer picks alerts from userchasestate table and inserts into alert_msg_queue table. 

 

 ALERTNOTIFIER(com.iflex.fcat.xjava.alerts.AlertNotificationMaster) 
The timer picks messages from alert_msg_queue and calls necessary alert notifier class from 

generating email or sms alerts. 

 

 FCC Notification Timer(com.iflex.fcat.timer.FCCNotificationTimer) 
The timer picks alerts from hostnotificationlog table and calls required notification processor to 

generate host alerts. 

 

 The timer details should be configured in msttimer table. 
 The deployables required are  

  TimerBean.jar 
 Timer ResourceAdapter.rar 
 TransactionBean.jar 

 The properties required for timer are: 
  FNDI.TX1.java.naming.factory.initial=weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory 
  FNDI.TX1.java.naming.provider.url=t3://host_name:port_number 

 

2. Messaging Queue Details 

 

The JMS destination queue and connection factory are required to pick host alerts sent to FCDB via 

queue. 

For this following steps need to be followed: 

 

1.) Create a JMS Server. 

2.) Create a JMS module. 

3.) In JMS module create a Foreign Server. The target should be JMS server and not FCDB Server. 

http://10.184.74.163:7030/console/console.portal?_nfpb=true&_pageLabel=AppApplicationDispatcherPage&AppApplicationDispatcherPortlethandle=com.bea.console.handles.AppDeploymentHandle%28%22com.bea%3AName%3DTimerBean%2CType%3DAppDeployment%22%29
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4.) Create a destination in the foreign server. The remote JNDI Name should be the queue name 

provided    by UBS on which the Notification alerts will be sent by the HOST. 

5.) Create a queue Connection factory. The remote JNDI Name should be the QCF name provided by 

HOST. 

 

For above steps refer doc ‘Oracle_FLEXCUBE_Direct_Banking_JMS_Queue_Creation_On_Weblogic’. 

 

The deployable required is: 

 NotificationMdb.jar 
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The screenshots are attached below: 

 

1.)JMS server: 
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2.) JMS module: 
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3.) Foreign Server: 
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4.) Destination Queue: 
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5.) Connection Factory: 
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PROPERTIES : 

 

Following properties need to be configured for generating email alerts: 

 

 ALERTNOTIFY_EMAIL.SERVER 
 ALERTNOTIFY_EMAIL.PORT 
 ALERTNOTIFY_EMAIL.PROTOCOL = smtp 
 ALERTNOTIFY_EMAIL.FROM 
 {identity}.FROM.EMAIL.ADDRESS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


